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Norah Jones: The Greatest Hits 4:26:45. Norah Jones: The Greatest Hits.mp3 . Norah Jones: The Greatest Hits.Q: Laravel 5.7: get the current route on Auth::attempt() I'm trying to get the current route name on an Auth::attempt() like this: \Route::getCurrentRouteName(); But it returns me an error: Undefined function getCurrentRouteName in
C:\xampp\htdocs\laravelproject\vendor\laravel\framework\src\Illuminate\Routing\Router.php on line 513 Is there a way to accomplish this without using the Blade? A: you can use a custom guard here is example use Illuminate\Auth\Access\AuthorizationException; use Illuminate\Auth\Access\AuthorizationGuard; use Illuminate\Support\Facades\Gate; class AuthAccessGuard implements AuthorizationGuard { /** * Indicate if the
user is authorized for the current action. * * @param \Illuminate\Http\Request $request * @param \Closure $next * @return mixed */ public function authorize(Request $request, \Closure $next) { if (Auth::check()) { return $next($request); } throw new AuthorizationException; } /** * Indicate if the user is not authorized for the current action. * * @param \Illuminate\Http\Request $request * @param \Closure $next * @return mixed
*/ public function filter(Request $request, \Closure $next) { if (Auth::guard($this->getGuard())->check
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Norah Jones (album). Official Site of Norah Jones. Category:Norah Jones albums Category:2002 albums Category:Blue Note Records albums The recently uncovered Perl 6 source code - everdoom ====== cstejerean source: [ ~~~ orng Not that interesting as it contains no information about the future of Perl 6. ~~~ cstejerean I don't know anything about the Perl 6 community but the Perl 5 community has just started to give up on
Perl 6 (perl6.org doesn't even have a sign up page) and started on Perl 7 (cf: [ and [ ). ~~~ orng Oh I don't think there will ever be a Perl 6 community. It is clear that it isn't happening and after reading over to the source code, I can see why. [ > Since 2015, the Perl Foundation is redirecting its efforts to develop Perl > 7. It seems that Perl 6 hasn't made any progress since 2011. ~~~ cstejerean I agree that there is no longer a Perl 6
community and that Perl 6 is probably dead but it is a matter of perception. Perl 6 is still being developed in SIPER labs and behind the scenes the perl core developers (Mike and Damian) are hard at work on implementing the new Perl 6 features. There are also several open source projects on github that are being worked on. Of these Perl 6 is probably the most actively developed, if not the biggest (Perl 5 is mature and has a very
large user base) but the resources are divided (probably intentionally). Perl 6 has a very nice feature set, you can use the J 2d92ce491b
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